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A set of radical illustrations by a Bangalore-based artist exposes the

sadistic pleasure human beings get from tormenting and torturing animals

and birds.

Anoosha Gopinath is a young graphic designer at SAP Labs, Bangalore. Her

Illustrator Anoosha Gopinath and the Invite to the show
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exhibition, titled STOP!, is a series of 20 illustrative works on show at

Urban Solace-Cafe for the Soul, Bangalore, from June 14–30. 

Anoosha says, “I hope to get viewers to STOP! and ponder the inalienable

rights of animals and birds. This is where art forces humanity to encounter

and empathize with animals.”

There are women illustrators in India like Nisha Vasudevan who are

animal-friendly. Anoosha makes a strong, militant visual statement about

the sentience of animals and birds and, therefore, the pain they endure at

human hands.

By and large, Indian artists have mostly represented animals as motifs in

temple architecture or textile prints, in realistic or sometimes stylized

forms. 

In a country where Hindu fanatics have banned the killing of cows for beef

and worship the animal, there are few artists who have given voice to the

pain the animal kingdom endures, especially in India.

On June 8, for instance, a rhino was killed by poachers in Assam for its

horn even as the new BJP government in the state was holding a meeting
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on its animal policy. In Kerala, a powerful movement is afoot to stop the

torture of elephants used for Hindu temple festivals. 

These illustrations are a wake-up call for all, and a spur for animal lovers

and rights activists. For artists, they pose the questions asked in the first

lines of the book Artist|Animal by Steve Baker: “Can contemporary artists

be trusted with animals, living or dead? Can they be trusted to act

responsibly, ethically, when their work engages with questions of animal

life? Will they put ethics first, or will they put the interests of their art

before ethics?”

Anoosha has put empathy and ethics first in her strong, stirring, colourful

images. A penguin is burnt at the stake. A nine-banded armadillo,

reminiscent of the martyr St. Sebastian, is pierced by arrows. 

She joins forces with animal studies scholar Randy Malamud who

highlights “the harm (whether actual or symbolic) done to animals … in the

work of artists ranging from Damien Hirst to Eduardo Kac.”

She wants to keep working with animals in her art because her heart beats

for them. Her work is a counterpoint to the ideology of William
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Kotzwinkle’s Dr Rat who, broken upon a vivisectionist rack, justifies the

torture of animals. 

Anoosha’s work springs from the wellspring of the sacredness and oneness

of all life, in the spirit of St Francis of Assisi who wanted the rabbit in the

trap to be set free, the netted fish to be returned to the sea and who

proposed living in peace with Brother Wolf.

Animal Rights Illustration Animal Art Animals Damien Hirst
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